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Dear Friends & Colleagues,

The month of Ramadan is a time of patience, self-reflection, spiritual renewal and altruism. It is paramount 
that we carry forward these virtues we adopted in this blessed month and adapt them into our everyday life, 
and in our business dealings.

In this month of giving let us not forget about the power of technology. Technology can ensure world class 
citizen services, destroy inefficiencies, create upward mobility, educate the masses, and raise a country’s 
development status within one generation. InfoTech remains committed to using technology to add value to 
not only its clients but to the community at large.

On behalf of InfoTech family, I extend you and your family happiness, tranquility and peace during this 
propitious occasion of Ramadan and Eid-ul-Fitr.

Warm Regards,

Naseer A. Akhtar.
CEO & President
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South Asia’s first PureData powered by Netezza technology implementations is used by Warid to know its customers 
intimately

Warid Telecom is part of the billion dollar Abu Dhabi group. For over a decade Warid has a reputation for providing best in 
class voice and data services in Pakistan as one of the “Big Five” mobile service providers. Its large postpaid customer 
base not only gets superior voice quality but also lightning fast 4G LTE data services. However, to increase uptake of Value 
Added Services, provide superior customer service and react quickly to market opportunities it had to know its customers 
intimately. 

The IT infrastructure in place sourced for superior voice offerings was struggling to enable this and to keep up with 
demands of new business strategies in the 4G era. Campaign management had lots of issues, as customer data was not 
formalized. Strategies for stopping customer churn were increasingly ineffective because relevant data could not be 
trusted or sliced and diced as needed. Querying for a report meant you would get it next business day! While on one end 
increasing data was putting pressure on the storage infrastructure, on the other hand targeted marketing was 
impossible because data was simply not usable for profiling.

Our consultants got engaged with Warid in response to an RFP requesting a relevant campaign management solution. 
We were able to convince Warid that in the VAS era it was essential that whatever solution was proposed was highly 
flexible yet scalable across the infrastructure and application stack. We understood Warid’s pain points and built on 
powerful architectural foundations; a solution that would be simple by design yet carrier grade in robustness and flexible 
to adapt to any market dynamic. We also understood that emerging market telecoms are subjected to uncertainty levels 

from regulators, markets, geo political and security events and an unpredictable VAS scenario. 
InfoTech then came up with a solution that had the bleeding edge IBM PureData System for Analytics powered by Netezza 
technology at its core. This was one of the most powerful optimized integrated business intelligence systems in the world. 
Fully redundant at all levels with built in deduplication it was perfect for mission critical workloads. It came with an inherent 
ETL tool which extracted relevant data and fed it to Netezza, an embedded purpose built advanced analytics format. Built in 
powerful Cognos technology allows for complete, unified, consistent and accurate information that gave highly customized 
reports per function. This was not just an IT solution. It was a pivotal piece in moving Warid from a voice driven organization 
to a data driven one. After the PureData Netezza Cognos solution Warid moved the needle from being data rich and 
information poor, to insight driven based on actionable intelligence gathered from data it could now trust.

With this solution, marketing gets the information they need which is actionable. This allows them to run targeted highly 
effective marketing campaigns with superior segmentation and targeting. The most profitable customers are identified and 
retention strategies enabled allowing for customer churn to go down. Reporting is now near-real time contributing to a 
telecom provider, which despite its large size is agile in its ability to react to the market.

WARID TELECOM GETS READY FOR THE
4G ERA WITH BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE
DRIVEN MARKETING 
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Bank Alfalah Limited (BAFL) is one of the largest private banks in Pakistan that has an international presence in the Middle 
East and South East Asia. In 2006 BAFL acquired Temenos T24 which has been consistently ranked as one of the 
best-selling core banking software platform worldwide for the past 14 years. However, the version being used at the Bank 
was unable to keep pace with the bank’s dynamic growth affecting performance and limits on functionality. BAFL decided 
to upgrade their Core Banking Infrastructure to improve their customer service, support revenue and profitability initiatives 
and extend their leadership as a Top 5 Pakistani bank.

After mapping the strategic business requirements of the client, InfoTech consultants made a phase wise cross 
technology plan with those requirements at the center.

Obeikan Investment Group is a large conglomerate headquartered in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. They started from a 
printing press in 1982 and diversified into manufacturing interests in glass, packaging, paper & board and plastics across 
the GCC. They are also the leader in the Education segment on both the academic and retail side and are dedicated to the 
mission of spreading knowledge across the region via a combination of digital assets and over thirty retail outlets.

The extremely diverse group has thousands of people and sales offices of different nationalities working for it across the 
GCC. Furthermore the group has a combination of service, manufacturing and retail businesses across multiple industry 
verticals. With such a complex ecosystem, the HR function was challenged with meeting key deliverable timelines. Even 
though an ERP catering to HR was in place, it did not meet pressing needs like employee self-service.

Simple requests like salary changes took months to process. Different HR needs were catered by different products, which 
were not integrated.

This was done using a complete modular service-oriented architecture so that BAFL could work on the required 
functionality alongside the needs of their multiple business lines and initiatives. Phase I of this T24 upgrade project was 
recently and successfully deployed and after the ‘go-live’, BAFL reported resolved issues, improvement in system 
performance because of the major architectural change, technology enhancement and new functionalities availability as 
per global banking best practices.

First they created a world class cloud ready computing and storage layer based on IBM Power servers. They then 
implemented major architectural restructuring and process control to upgrade the T24 to the current release.  

InfoTech enables one of Saudi Arabia’s largest conglomerates to automate the 
core HR function

InfoTech deploys the only Temenos T24 upgrade in Pakistan, at BAFL This is the only T24 upgrade in Pakistan, and the first ever upgrade to Release 13 in the Region.  InfoTech is the only 
Systems Integrator in the entire region to have achieved this feat so far.
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This led to challenges in finding the right data and getting it within a time frame that would enable decision making on 
outstanding issues. Obeikan prided itself as an employee oriented group that believed its employees were at the heart of 
its success. As such it wanted a solution that could help it enable an employee group relationship that enabled both to 
grow.

The effect of HCM implementation done in a systematic manner by InfoTech to ensure maximum success was 
transformational. Key metrics improved immediately. Payroll processing time was cut by 50%. Raw data cleaning and 
access had a profound effect. The entire HR organization moved into a sphere of trust with the executive management of 
the group. Now that every HR manager across the group and their CEO’s could actually trust HR data, they started using it 
in decision making. 

 An incredibly robust self-service portal empowered employees. Self-service and automation allowed for HR to spend 
more time on engaging with employees allowing for HR departments across the group to move the needle from reactive 
to proactive. Multilateral compliance requirements are now met and governance and transparency now allow for fair and 
equitable transactions across the HR ecosystem.

Above all the greatest feedback has been that actual HR capability as enabled by Human Capital Management automation 
has allowed for genuinely better employee relations.

InfoTech was awarded this project because it was able to provide executive group management the vision of an 
organization that put employees at its center and a plan for achieving that vision. Obeikan also appreciated InfoTech’s 
deep expertise in Oracle and complex project delivery. Of special interest to Obeikan was the fact that InfoTech had 
deployed projects across countries in emerging markets.

The late Sheikh Zayed bin Sultan Al Nahyan founded Zoo & Aquarium Public Institution In Al Ain in 1968.  Al Ain Zoo 
provides entertainment and learning experiences for children and adults in a natural outdoor environment. Today, visitors 
of all ages discover the zoo's vision of creating natural habitats for animals to live freely. Al Ain Zoo has become a center 
for endangered species conservation, most notably the successful breeding of desert antelopes and gazelles, such as the 
endangered Arabian Oryx which has give the zoo a reputation for excellence and leadership in the international 
conservation community. Al Ain Zoo is a proud member of the World Association of Zoos and Aquaria (WAZA), and has set 
up a number of strategic partnerships with leading zoos conservation agencies and associations globally.

With an eye to greater efficiency and building a technological foundation for achieving its strategic objectives Al Ain Zoo 
implemented Oracle E-Business Suite (EBS). Oracle EBS is the most comprehensive suite of integrated, global business 
applications that enable organizations to make better decisions, reduce costs, and increase performance. However the 
configuration of this suite was not up to industry best practices, which meant Al Ain Zoo was not getting the business 
benefits it needed.

InfoTech organized its team of Oracle certified functional consultants and did a deep dive into Al Ain Zoo’s relevant 
processes. Using a process centric approach instead of a modular approach we then instituted a configuration based on 

InfoTech consultants moved quickly. They first classified the group companies according to regional and holding company 
clusters. Then they defined those policies according to clusters. This was done keeping in mind software capabilities so 
that consulting work would seamlessly translate into automation. Then the consulting team spent a considerable amount 
of time getting basic raw data correct and deduplicated. Once the integrity of the data was secure InfoTech implemented 
the best in class HR automation solution Oracle HCM across the group. The HCM solution was then integrated with active 
directory for single sign on. Lastly InfoTech integrated sophisticated biometrics with the HCM solution.

InfoTech provides robust support service to Al Ain Zoo in Abu Dhabi

industry best practices. InfoTech complemented that with its proven support methodology and infrastructure utilizing an 
agile offsite and onsite team combination. The results were instantaneous with Al Ain Zoo reducing key metrics like 
procurement and recruitment cycle.

InfoTech’s Microsoft team which has won Microsoft’s partner of the year two year running is not resting on its laurels and 
is continuously investing in new capabilities; Mr. Adeel Qasim, Mr. Syed Wasil Uddin, Mr. Fuzail Motan, Mr. Muhammad 
Usama, Mr. Adil Sarfaraz Malik & Mr. Abdullah Salam are the consultants who have acquired the following advanced cloud 
based certifications:

Microsoft Private Cloud has immense benefits for the enterprise customer. They get added flexibility, automation, 
improved utilization of the resources, built-in virtualization capabilities, enhanced management capabilities and their 
datacenter becomes a competitive differentiator.

Our consultants can configure, deploy, monitor and operate a private cloud using Systems center allowing customers to 
optimize IT service delivery and gain the automation and flexibility they need for their IT infrastructure with the ability to 
scale at will.

Microsoft Azure is the leading cloud platform for IAAS, PAAS and SAAS. It’s a complete end to end solution for a hybrid 
cloud including hosting, storage, and database that combines with on premise infrastructure investments customers have 
already made. Infotech’s MCSE Azure certified consultants use integrated tools, pre-built templates, and managed 
services to make it easier to build and manage enterprise, mobile, web, and Internet of Things (IoT) apps faster. 

InfoTech resources continue to invest in excellence by receiving global Microsoft 
Certifications 

InfoTech is now proud to have certified MCSE- Private Cloud consultants on board who enable a smooth migration of 
existing Infrastructure to a private cloud for our customers. 

MCSE- Private Cloud

MCSE- Azure
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Even though M2M has been around in verticals like Utilities, Supply chain and heavy manufacturing for decades it is only 
recently that a combination of bandwidth coverage, speed and capacity combined with cost of sensors at dramatically low 
levels has CIO’s around the world looking at M2M as a revolutionary emerging technology. Now every day “things” that 
surround us which we use daily can be connected, the data they transmit studied, allowing for new operational efficiencies 
and revenue generating opportunities to be unleashed.

M2M is the term used to describe the automated exchange of information between machines, appliances and devices 
using wireless technologies and the Internet without the assistance of humans. This is done using sensors attached to 
any machine that relay information on events the machine experiences allowing for a central application to analyze the 
data and take appropriate decisions in real time. M2M is a key component of the coming Internet of Things revolution.

M2M
MACHINE TO MACHINE

Why is this trend happening?
If censors are set to collect and transmit information in real time pervasively there can be some serious power and 
bandwidth costs associated with the solution. There are environmental challenges associated as well. Environmental 
degradation through wear and tear, temperature extremes, humidity, and rust need to be accounted for. 

As with any emerging technology not all sensors talk to other sensors. Standards and interoperability is often cited as the 
biggest deterrent to widespread adoption of M2M. 

A future with pervasive always on technology connecting billions of devices to each other and the internet means there are 
that many more access points for hackers to attack. Security advancements must keep pace with the same speed and 
innovation that M2M itself embodies. 

What are the challenges?

First of all there are the business benefits. Sensors programmed to act based on set business parameters change the 
game. The owner of multiple bakeries who can lose a day’s profitability if he gets a bad batch can now use automated 
temperature and compliance readings and make perfect batches of his goods in multiple locations without being there. 
Medicine can be dispended to patients and how the respond noted in real time and assistance called in if necessary. Goods 
can be tracked real time. Machines can proactively tell you when they will fail allowing for losses form production failures 

What are the benefits?

to drastically go down. Climates needed for growing plants or creating a creative work environment for an advertising 
agency via humidity, lightning and temperature control are now possible with no human intervention.
With M2M intervention by humans only happens when it’s needed allowing for clear ROI over how currently things are 
done in multiple scenarios in multiple verticals. Also sensors work round the clock not only 9 to 5 allowing for productivity 
to spike.

What is it? 
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Within a decade processing power had come down dramatically. This allowed for massive processing to be available in the 
cloud on a per use case basis. 

Big data and analytics fuelled by billions of dollars poured into analytics startups creating breathtaking technology 
exploded as a field. 

Its not like Companies have not been doing analysis. Analysis for key business focus areas like building a better product, 
getting market feedback, figuring out productivity initiatives is as old as business itself. But in the era of mainframe and 
later server client computing, three things have always hampered it:

There was not enough data. Entire empires were built on hoarding data and releasing it selectively. You simply could not 
get enough data to be sure of the conclusion you would reach

Tools for data mining were frightfully expensive and opaque. They were very hard to learn and resources to use them 
efficiently were near impossible to find. If you created a resource organically it was prone to attrition.
Buying expensive processing power via servers to run calculations just for analysis were an expense IT departments 
simply could not justify. How things change. 

Suddenly enterprises faced with reams of data needed to make sense of it. But they also had the tools to make 
sense of it.

The average worker in an organization suddenly had to deal with a lot of data. He spends hours daily using the 
internal or external search function for finding the information he needs to do his job. That’s billions of dollars of 
lost productivity. Simply organizing your day well from calendar and meetings to quickly getting relevant data to 
make decisions in real time as demanded by the digital era has become a priority for companies.

Open source initiatives like Hadoop and related third party tools became the backbone of an analytics revolution. 
And the internet with its social users suddenly started creating gigantic amounts of relevant data.
Facebook users share close to 2 billion pieces of content a day. There are over 200 million tweets a day. In a single 
minute 1.6 million USD are spent online on B2C commerce. “According to Newstex, five exabytes (that’s 5 billion 

DOES ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
IN THE ENTERPRISE
HAVE A FUTURE?
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gigabytes) of content were created between the beginning of the world and 2003. In 2013, five exabytes of content 
were being created daily.”

Wow!
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